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Abstract Background As a national effort to better understand the current pandemic, three
cohorts collect sociodemographic and clinical data from coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) patients from different target populations within the German National
Pandemic Cohort Network (NAPKON). Furthermore, the German Corona Consensus
Dataset (GECCO) was introduced as a harmonized basic information model for COVID-
19 patients in clinical routine. To compare the cohort data with other GECCO-based
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Introduction

The consistency assessment of health research data could be
necessitated by a number of usage scenarios including but
not limited to: (1) assemblingdata fromdifferent sources; (2)
extraction, transformation, and loading of source data to
a secondary repository; and (3) mapping source data to an
interoperable or uniform standard.1–3 Throughout the arti-
cle, we follow the definition of consistency dimension
according to Schmidt et al: “consistency comprises indicators
that use Boolean type checks to identify inadmissible, im-
possible, or uncertain data values or combinations of data
values.”4 There are different varieties of consistency checks
that can be evaluated within a dataset depending on the
requirements that are specific to the domain where the data
emanate. For instance, a dataset can be evaluated for its
adherence to some predefined protocols (value or format
violations). Data values within data items can be evaluated
independently on the basis of their agreement with certain
gold standards.2–4 A subdomain of consistency are contra-
dictions. Contradictions comprise indicators within dataset
that address the possibility or certainty of combinations of
interdependent data values within the dataset. Contradic-
tions form a fundamental ground upon which a dataset
might be rejected or subjected to a mandatory correction
before declaring it fit for health research.1 This is due to the
fact that a dataset flawed with contradictions cannot pro-
duce results that can be trusted.3 An example of contradic-
tion is the case where there is an indication of fever as a
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) symptom at baseline,

but normal body temperature was reported at the same
time-point.

The National Pandemic Cohort Network (NAPKON) is a
joint project of the Network University Medicine (NUM)
aimed at harmonizing the collection and use of COVID-19
data.5 The three NAPKON cohorts collect sociodemo-
graphic and clinical data from COVID-19 patients from
different target populations and across sectors. The data
are collected within the acute course and longitudinally up
to 12 months after initial diagnosis. Additionally, to pro-
vide COVID-19 researchers with a uniform dataset that
uses international terminologies and interoperable health
IT standards, the German Corona Consensus Dataset
(GECCO) was introduced.6 Hence, data items from the
individual cohorts must be mapped to the GECCO items.
The heterogeneity of data sources as well as the mapping
process to the GECCO dataset presents the ground for the
consistency assessment presented here. This is supported
by the fact that recent research on the quality of COVID-19
datasets has also reported inconsistencies in COVID-19
surveillance data.7

Objectives
In this work, the goal is to develop a consistency assessment
package that can be used in assessing the consistency of
mapped GECCO items from the NAPKON cohorts. Of greater
interest is the identification of contradictions within inter-
dependent GECCO items to allow the investigation of the
cause of such contradictions. We furthermore aim at en-
abling other researchers to easily perform data-quality

studies, data items are mapped to GECCO. As mapping from one information model to
another is complex, an additional consistency evaluation of the mapped items is
recommended to detect possible mapping issues or source data inconsistencies.
Objectives The goal of this work is to assure high consistency of research data
mapped to the GECCO data model. In particular, it aims at identifying contradictions
within interdependent GECCO data items of the German national COVID-19 cohorts to
allow investigation of possible reasons for identified contradictions. We furthermore
aim at enabling other researchers to easily perform data quality evaluation on GECCO-
based datasets and adapt to similar data models.
Methods All suitable data items from each of the three NAPKON cohorts are mapped
to the GECCO items. A consistency assessment tool (dqGecco) is implemented,
following the design of an existing quality assessment framework, retaining their-
defined consistency taxonomies, including logical and empirical contradictions.
Results of the assessment are verified independently on the primary data source.
Results Our consistency assessment tool helped in correcting the mapping proce-
dure and reveals remaining contradictory value combinations within COVID-19
symptoms, vital signs, and COVID-19 severity. Consistency rates differ between the
different indicators and cohorts ranging from 95.84% up to 100%.
Conclusion An efficient and portable tool capable of discovering inconsistencies in
the COVID-19 domain has been developed and applied to three different cohorts. As
the GECCO dataset is employed in different platforms and studies, the tool can be
directly applied there or adapted to similar information models.
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evaluation on GECCO-based datasets and adapt the frame-
work to similar data models.

Methods

NAPKON Cohort Studies
NAPKON as currently constituted comprises three cohorts
encompassing the intersectoral platform (SÜP), the popula-
tion-based platform (POP), and the high-resolution platform
(HAP). They all collect data fromCOVID-19 patients, but from
different populations with varying sets of data items and
acquisition times. The POP recruits patients with survived
COVID-19 infections in specific regions in Germany and
captures the course of the disease retrospectively as well
as prospective follow-ups. The SÜP collects prospectively
comprehensive information on clinically ill patients
throughout the university clinics in Germany and other in-
and out-patient health care providers. TheHAP accomplishes
deep phenotyping of clinically ill COVID-19 patients in
selected university clinics. To aid a central management of
the collected clinical, imaging, and biosample data, the
NAPKON partnered with the German Centre for Cardiovas-
cular Research (DZHK) to utilize its existing infrastructure
(secuTrial) and expertise for capturing, storing, and retriev-
ing data. As the mapping to GECCO has been anticipated
already in the electronic data capture (EDC) design of SÜP
and POP, most items to be mapped have a respective prefix
“gec_”. As of June 30, 2022, more than 10,000 unique items
have been implemented in the EDC systems of the cohorts
and over 5,500 patients have been recruited.5

NAPKON Quality Assurance
The NAPKON cohorts have established several measures for
quality assurance of collected data. One of those measures
comes into effect directly at the level of data entry into the
EDC systems, where numerous rules have been imple-
mented. This enabled implausible values to be automatically
detected in real-time and to instruct the user to correct or
confirm the entry.

Furthermore,

• The NAPKON project has established the Epidemiological
Core Unit (ECU) to investigate and describe the data
quality of the three NAPKON cohorts, among other meth-
odological tasks.

• At the study center level, there is an approval procedureby
which the study center confirms that the data entered had
been reviewed and found to be correct (review level A). At
the time of writing, records of 5,359 patients have passed
review level A and have been included into the GECCO
mapping and subsequent quality analysis procedure.

• The entered data are also continuously monitored by the
individual study management constituted for each of the
three cohorts. Although the cohorts use the same EDC
system (secuTrial), data collection and monitoring are
handled independently according to the schemas of
each cohort. Implausible values, which can be more
complex at this level and get undetected during data

entry, are queried to and corrected by the study centers in
a query process. After completion of monitoring, the
corresponding data sections are given a further, final
quality status: review level B.

• In a parallel process, the ECU frequently performs a
centralized external independent quality control of the
input data by applying statistical data quality measures
using selected quality indicators fromdata quality dimen-
sions such as completeness and consistency at individual
item level. Analysis results are made available in regular
reports.

Another measure implemented by the interaction core
unit is the project-internal billing process of study activities
and the amount of entered data. The study centers receive
disbursements if the data were entered timely and passed
the quality checks described above. This has an additional
direct influence on the data quality and represents a further
monitoring instance of the data quality.

GECCO and Mapping from NAPKON
The GECCO dataset has been designed as a minimal dataset
that should be reported for all COVID-19 patients in the
different studies throughout the NUM to allow for data
federation and big data analytics.8 The GECCO information
model encompasses 13 so-called medical concepts with
about 83 relevant data items that use international termi-
nologies and the Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources
standard.6 A medical concept is a structured way of catego-
rizing clinical data items such that each set of related data
items are groupedwithin a nomenclature that best describes
what they represent. All suitable data items for the 83 GECCO
items from each of the 3 NAPKON cohorts captured in
secuTrial were mapped according to the 13 concepts pre-
sented in GECCO using an R-Script.9 While one-to-one
mapping was suited for data items with only baseline
records, items with multiple timepoints and/or multiple
variants were mapped in a many-to-many relationship.
GECCO and NAPKON experts have also been consulted to
resolve unclear situations. Consequently, we achieved a one-
to-one mapping mostly for the POP and a larger part of SÜP.
However, as all cohorts define at least three follow-up
examinations, some items were mapped in a many-to-
many relationship to four different timepoints in GECCO.
Itemswith twovariants (e.g., chronic and acute heart failure)
were mapped to two values in GECCO as two instances of the
same item. Themapping of the HAP itemswas similar to SÜP.
A difficulty in themappingwas, in particular, that items such
as specific therapy methods may refer to any timepoint and
not just to the examination moment. We found that such
information was reported several times in the cohorts. Such
items were reduced to one or a set of entries according to a
reduction rule. As an illustration, the dialysis item in GECCO
refers to the question about the application of dialysis in the
whole treatment phase. Therefore, once there was a “Yes” in
at least one of the entries in the EDC, “Yes” was set for the
respective GECCO item. In the absence of a “Yes” in thewhole
of the treatment phase, “No” was the next value to be
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selected and so on. For other items with explicit nominal
values (e.g., respiratory-therapy-typewith predefined values
“invasive” and “noninvasive”), we retained all possible
unique values across the treatment phase. We would like
to emphasize that intermediate results from the consistency
assessment were used to subsequently adjust themapping in
an iterative process. The results reported in the Results
sections refer to the remaining contradictions that could
not be resolved through corrected data mapping.

Review of Consistency Assessment Frameworks
The consistency dimension has been well researched in the
past and is part of the recent harmonized data quality
frameworks.1–4,10 In the past, several studies have already
singled out consistency as a data quality dimension for the
purpose of removing data errors in a database.2 Embury et al
designed a method based on domain-specific consistency
rules for the reconciliation of contradictions resulting from
data integration.11 Also, Mezzanzanica et al2 introduced a
formal approach to the identification of inconsistencies in
database by mapping its records to a set of events and then,
mapping the attributes of these records to the defined events
thereby, enhancing consistency checks of the records against
specified protocols.

In recent times, consistency like other data quality dimen-
sions has witnessed a significant improvement through
harmonization.1,4,10 For instance, Nonnemacher et al1 dis-
tinguished between safe and severe contradictions. The
severity of the contradictions identified in a dataset would
determine the trustworthiness of the dataset.1,3 In some
instances, certain contradictions would require mandatory
corrections, and the acceptability of the dataset would
depend on effecting those corrections. On the other hand,
some contradictions would be revealed through analysis but
are indeed possible. A typical example is the case of male
breast cancer.1

In the Healthcare Data Quality Framework (HDQF) by
Johnson et al,3 “Domain Consistency” was introduced to
measure the rate at which a dataset fulfills domain-specific
rules. This approach identifies the relevant concepts of a
domain of interest within a dataset and evaluates the plau-
sibility of the data values based on the semantics of the
domain. The consistency rate is measured as a ratio of
satisfactory constraints within each item to the total count
of data items in a dataset. This frameworkwas developed into
a Python software program. As already mentioned in the
Introduction, Schmidt et al,4 upon which our implementa-
tion in this study is based, recognizes two sub-domains
within the consistency dimension as follows: (1) range and
value violations and (2) contradictions. While in the former,
data values are tested for compliance to data types and
format restrictions in a pattern similar to the Domain con-
straints by Johnson et al,3 in the latter, contradictory values
are evaluated on the basis of their interdependent relation-
ships among data items. The framework further distin-
guished between logical and empirical contradictions.
While domain knowledge is required to establish empirically
contradictory value combinations, common knowledge can

help determine value combinations that are logically
implausible.

The consistency framework by Schmidt et al4 is available
as an R package (con_contradictions) and capable of assess-
ing contradictions that exist between two interdependent
data items using built-in generic logical rules. While the
implementation of con_contradictions module in the Data-
quieR package (a comprehensive data quality assessment
workflow) is open source thereby, giving room for possible
extensions by other scientists, the HDQF3 is not open source
and its Domain consistency framework is not as robust as
the con_contradictions. In a recent study, a data quality
assessment workflow specific to the Biobank domain intro-
duced another dimension of interdependency among data
items where three-way and four-way multi-item contra-
dictions were demonstrated.12 This framework was imple-
mented as a SmartR plugin for the open source analysis
platform tranSMART.13 In the current work, we have
adapted our design to the existing con_contradictions
framework by Schmidt et al4 to ease the use of the tool
by data managers and transfer sites.

Consistency in GECCO
To support quality assurance under the GECCO initiative, we
evaluated the consistency of possible dependencies that
exist within GECCO data items with a focus on the sub-
domain of contradictions. The interdependencies examined
in the present work according to the design of GECCO14 are:
(1) history of Diabetes compared with Insulin medication;
(2) fever reported as a symptom compared against the body
temperature as a vital sign at the same time-point; and (3)
COVID-19 severity at the point of diagnosis compared with
the relevant indicators (joined with a Boolean “OR”) that cut
across several concepts in the GECCO dataset. Examples are
increased levels of specific laboratory values and oxygen
supplement in the therapy. The full list of considered items is
reported in ►Table 1.

Consistency Assessment Using dqGecco
R-package
We implemented the dqGecco consistency assessment pack-
age based on the design of the existing con_contradictions
module by Schmidt et al.4 The dqGecco R package was built
based on the following modifications to the con_contradic-
tions module to meet the task- and domain-related require-
ments in the GECCO use case: (1) implement suitable logical
rules to determine the consistency of value combinations
within intra- and inter-concept-dependent items; (2) render
a detailed report to trace the identified findings back to the
data source through their unique keys; and (3) visualize the
identified findings within the relevant data items to aid
comparison with other consistent values. The defined tax-
onomies within the con_contradictions framework including
logical and empirical contradiction metrics were retained.
The interdependent itemswithin themapped GECCO dataset
described in section “Consistency in GECCO” were assessed
using logical rules implemented in the dqGecco tool. The
contradiction detection performance of the tool was
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evaluated independently as described in ►Fig. 1 by an ECU
member in the following way: selected rules were imple-
mented in R without any insight into the source code nor
usage of the dqGecco tool and executed on directly as csv-
exported EDC data. The results from both assessments are
compared to reproduce the set of identified contradictions.
The positive detection rates were compared and concor-
dance was assessed. Any disagreement was discussed itera-
tively and modifications of the rules or the mapping were
made or further clarification by the cohort in question was
sought until resolved.

NAPKON Use and Access Approval
We made a formal proposal to the NAPKON Use and Access
Committee, which was approved. The presented work is
covered by the ethics committee votes for the three cohorts
as a quality assurance measure.

Results

Consistency of Fever Diagnosis and Body Temperature
The body temperature (Tb) is one of the basic vital signs, in
particular elevated Tb, identified as fever.15,16 Fever is one of
the indicators to lookout for in clinical diagnosis of COVID-19
and is reported as a value-set (“no,” “yes,” “not set”) within
the GECCO diagnosis concept.17 Tb is also one of the vital
parameters captured in the respective GECCO concept.
Depending on the method of measurement, the Tb that is
considered as the threshold for fever differs. The Tb indicators
for fever for patients according to the EDC design of the
cohorts was Tb� 38.3°C for the rectal measurement and Tb�
37.8°C for other methods. For Tb consistency evaluation in
this study, we used those thresholds to define the range for
no indication of fever as Tb <37.8°C, the range for definite
fever as Tb� 38.3°C. For Tb in between these thresholds, both

Table 1 Classes of COVID-19 infection severity during admission with their indicators (formulated from Art-Decor)14

Covid-19 severity GECCO-concept Indicators

Uncomplicated Symptoms Asymptomatic OR upper respiratory tract infections OR nausea OR emesis OR diarrhea
OR fever

Complicated Anamnesis Heart failure with pulmonary edema OR cardiac arrhythmia

Vital signs PaO2 <70mmHg OR SO2 at room air <90 %

Therapy Need for new oxygen supplement

Laboratory AST or ALT> 5�ULN

Critical Anamnesis Life-threatening cardiac arrhythmia OR acute renal failure

Vital signs qSOFA � 2

Therapy Unplanned mechanical ventilation, dialysis

Laboratory INR> 3.5

Abbreviations: ALT, alanine aminotransferase; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; INR, international normalized ratio; qSOFA, quick sequential organ
failure assessment; ULN, upper limit of normal.
Note: “OR” signifies a Boolean OR.

Fig. 1 Workflow of the consistency assessment using dqGecco R-package and independent evaluation of the assessment results.
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presence and absence of fever are consistent. While Tb stores
continuous values, which are measured at different time-
points (baseline was considered here), fever has nominal
values which was captured only during screening of the
study participants. For the evaluation of synchronicity, the
date of vital sign assessment must be the same as the
screening date in case fever is not indicated, or must be
identical with the fever onset date in case of indication of
fever. ►Fig. 2 shows the distribution of combinations within
the evaluated data records. The sets of contradictions are
indicated in red in the chart. The evaluation of the EDC
system to identify the cause of the contradictions showed
that there were no association rules that linked the Tb input
to fever indication. An only partly restricted field was
provided for the Tb input. The field was only controlled
against the entry of negative values and as a follow-up, a
confirmation of values that exceeds a set range (20–45°C)
was required. So, while consistency in terms of range viola-
tions has been established as automatic data quality check,
contradictions to the fever indication have not been consid-
ered in the EDC layout. We would like to emphasize that due
to the required synchroneity of fever appearance and vital
sign assessment, many data records could not be evaluated,
because they missed the reference time. It is also important
to note that the methods used in obtaining the Tb of individ-
ual patients were not specifically captured.

Consistency of COVID-19 Severity and Its
Indicators
Classifying COVID-19 cases according to the severity of
disease indicators is an important task that requires due
diligence. Reason for this is that researchers who request
COVID-19 data might indicate inclusion criteria for certain
severity classes and if there are contradictions between the
severity and its respective indicators, there is a risk of using
datawithwrong severity classes. Researchers have identified
the most significant indicators that can be used to stratify
COVID-19 cases into different severity groups. However, the
consistency of the severity classification against respective
indicators has not been reported. Therefore, we examined all
the categories of the COVID-19 severity in comparison with
their respective indicators which were captured at the same
time-point where a positive COVID-19 diagnosis was estab-
lished. We defined consistency rules based on the rules
formulated in ►Table 1 derived from the EDC and GECCO,14

then visualized the value combinations to detect contra-
dictions. While COVID-19 infections with mild to moderate
symptoms are expected to be categorized as uncomplicated,
those who in addition to known symptoms required oxygen
supplements or suffered from other risk factors including
heart failure and cardiac arrhythmia qualify for the compli-
cated category. An extreme layer is the critical phase which
requires the patient to undergo invasive or noninvasive
mechanical ventilation, or dialysis after suffering renal fail-
ure, or an increased international normalized ratio above 3.5
tomention a few. As depicted in►Table 1, there are different
combinations that could lead to contradictions. In ►Table 2,
we present a scenario where COVID-19 cases were classified
as uncomplicated, while ventilation indicated a complicated
or even critical. The ventilation method can further contra-
dict the assigned severity class. We would like to emphasize
that the full evaluation rule matrix encompasses several
items from different concepts, resulting in a multidimen-
sional comparison. From the assessment of the EDC system, it
was observed that thefields designed to capture the values of
the severity classes were disjointed from the fields provided
for the entry of the different severity indicators. The field for
the severity classeswas only supportedwith graphics of their
respective indicators without any association rules to auto-
matically cross-validate the interdependent value-sets at the
point of data capture. The values of the indicators were
captured independently across several tables, which made
them prone to contradictions with the dependent item.

Fig. 2 Comparison of body temperature (Tb) against fever in the SÜP
cohort. Tb values not captured at the same time-point as fever were
excluded.

Table 2 Example of contradictory data value combinations, here for the therapy concept

Severity class Ventilation Ventilation class Consistent severity class

Uncomplicated yes % Complicated

Complicated % Noninvasive-mechanical Critical

% Invasive-mechanical Critical

Critical % Conventional oxygen Complicated

% High-flow oxygen Complicated

Note: % indicates that the item is not relevant for the evaluation.
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Summary Report across the Three Cohorts
We applied our toolwith the same set of rules to the same set
of interdependent items from the three cohorts, which
produced a comparable summary report described
in ►Table 3. The metric for the estimation of the pass rate
was the ratio of the absolute frequency of passed values to
the total number of data records.1,3,4 From these results, the
consistency rates within the POP cohort were very high with
a minimal consistency rate of 99.92%. The scores for the
interdependent features within the SÜP cohort were also
high with a minimal consistency rate of 95.84%. The features
within the HAP cohort were similarly consistent with a
minimal consistency rate of 96.32%. No contradictions
were found in the indication of Diabetes and Insulin medi-
cation. While it can be inferred that the consistency rates
across the cohorts in our assessment were relatively high
considering that we estimated the rates with respect to the
total sample collection of each cohort, the impact of the
contradictions on individual research analysis will depend
on the research question, type of analysis as well as the
corresponding sample sizes since researchers usually specify
sample size when requesting data from the cohorts. Our
assessment was initially blinded to the existence of system-
enforced measures designed to control contradictions at the
point of data entry; therefore, we included the selected
interdependent items in our logical rules. A follow-up eval-
uation of the EDC systems to determine the cause of the
identified contradictions and the reason for the absence of
contradictions in other features revealed the existence of
measures that were put in place to control contradictory
value combinations. In the case of Diabetes and Insulin
medication, the EDC system ensured the insulin medication
field was only displayed to the users when the value of the

Diabetes was set to “Yes.” This automatically voided the
existence of “No:Yes” contradictions as well as “missing:
Yes” contradictions in the Diabetes:Insulin value combina-
tions. Such measures were missing for other sets of contra-
dictions discovered in our assessment. Also, we observed
that the interdependency dimension in diabetes and insulin
medication checks can already be handled by one of the
logical rules (e.g.missing(A) & B is present) defined in the tool
of Schmidt et al.4 Hence, our decision to reflect more on new
dimensions not yet reported as obtained in the other results,
i.e., fever against Tb input where all possible Tb value ranges
were compared to valid fever outcomes (Fever_Yes,
Fever_No) and secondly, a set of COVID-19 severity indica-
tors compared to a dependent item (COVID-19 severity class)
through a loop of each set of corresponding indicators.

Results of the Independent Evaluation
The final rules for detecting contradictions were applied to
the corresponding original EDC items for:

• Fever_vs_BodyTemp.
• Covid_Severity_vs_Indicators of the POP cohort.

An important finding in the iterative process was that—as
mentioned in the Methods section—the reference time for a
reported information was not always well defined, for ex-
ample, the presence of the symptom fever was asked during
the acute phase retrospectively as well as whether the
symptom persists (every now and then) until present with-
out a clear relationship to the actual body temperature
measurement reported in vital signs. In addition, it became
apparent that the classification of disease severity at the time
of diagnosis can only be assessed if the corresponding
indicators have a documented starting date. In the final
iteration, all disagreements were resolved, and the same
data records failed. The concordance rate defined as the
number of data records that are concordant over the total
number of items assessed was therefore 100% for those
features and in total (►Table 4). Relying on the result of
this evaluation, it can be inferred that the mapping process

Table 3 Summary of consistency assessment across 3 cohorts
(POP, SÜP, HAP)

Features Passed
items

Failed
items

Pass
rate
(%)

POP

Diabetes_vs_Insulin 2,541 0 100

Fever_vs_BodyTemp 2,532 9 99.65

Covid_Severity_vs_Indicators 2,539 2 99.92

SÜP

Diabetes_vs_Insulin 2,214 0 100

Fever_vs_BodyTemp 2,158 56 97.47

Covid_Severity_vs_Indicators 2,122 92 95.84

HAP

Diabetes_vs_Insulin 604 0 100

Fever_vs_BodyTemp 599 5 99.17

Covid_Severity_vs_Indicators 582 22 96.36

Abbreviations: HAP, high-resolution platform; POP, population-based
platform; SÜP, intersectoral platform.

Table 4 Concordance per feature and in total for
contradictions found by the dqGecco tool (in ►Table 3) in the
research dataset and by the evaluation in the source data of POP

Feature Pairs of
failed
items
from
dqGecco
and
verification
(n)

Concordant
pairs (n)

Concordance
rate

Fever_vs_
BodyTem

9 9 100 %

Covid_Severity_
vs_Indicators

2 2 100 %

Total 11 11 100 %

Abbreviations: POP, population-based platform.
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did not influence the identified contradictions, rather, these
were rare contradictions that could not be resolved after
correcting the mapping process. Consequently, the precau-
tionary measures within the EDC system have to be fortified
to prevent such contradictions at the point of data entry for
subsequent cases. For already concluded cases, special
efforts would be dedicated to ensuring that the identified
contradictions in this work are corrected during review
level B.

Discussion

The logical rules implemented in this study revealed another
interdependency dimension in the consistency framework
which differs from the three- and four-dimensional checks
from our own previous experience in the Biobank domain12

or the item-wise (one-dimensional) checks of Schmidt et al
and Johnson et al.3,4 In one instance, this interdependency
dimension requires the comparison of multiple sets of data
items (severity indicators) and their dependent items (e.g.
each class of COVID-19 severity has different sets of indica-
tors as demonstrated in the section “Consistency of COVID-
19 Severity and Its Indicators”). This is an indication that
consistency assessments will be as dynamic as the task
obtainable in different domains. The definition of consisten-
cy ruleswill rely largely on the amount of knowledge that can
be derived from complex interdependent items within a
domain. From the experience in this study and previous
studies, it is assumed that contradiction as a data quality
indicator will benefit more from the assembly of several
interdependency dimensions that could be harnessed from
different domains and will therefore require the community
to report the discovery of unique dimensions applicable in
different use cases.

Since our tool implementation is modular following the
Schmidt et al4 design, other use cases that find the consis-
tency rules adaptable will only be required to create meta-
data that fits the arguments defined in the dqGecco package.
In this study, we have not only contributed to the possible
extension of the con_contradictionsmodule by Schmidt et al4

through the implementation of more complex rules sup-
portedwith an enhanced consistency visualization revealing
all interdependent datapoints, we have equally applied the
framework in a multi-disciplinary domain (i.e., COVID-19).
This tool will be used by the NAPKON data transfer site to
automatically detect inconsistent items within dataset be-
fore data export. While Costa-Santos et al7 only reported
inconsistencies in COVID-19 surveillance data, we go beyond
that to carry out consistency checks that cut across different
research facets of COVID-19 for the benefit of COVID-19
researchers.

To demonstrate the efficacy of our assessment tool, we
carried out an independent evaluation (without the dqGecco
package) to reproduce some of the results directly from the
database. This approach helps achieve two goals: (1) ascer-
tain that the contradictions indeed emanate from the data
source and are not introduced as a result of the mapping
process or preprocessing of the data before handing over to

researchers and (2) build confidence in the use of the sanity-
checked tool with high concordance rates. It is not a coinci-
dence that across all cohorts, the diabetes_vs_insulin feature
returned no failed items. This is a result of the EDC consis-
tency rule which displays the insulin medication field only if
the presence of diabetes is confirmed in the anamnesis
concept. However, more complex interdependent relation-
ships among data items have to be envisaged and incorpo-
rated into the EDC design to prevent cases of false-positive
and false-negative value combinations demonstrated in this
study. In general terms, it is crucial tomake sure themapping
from the source database to the GECCO items is unambigu-
ous, andwhen in doubt, clarifications should be sought from
suitable study personnel. More so, to assess the performance
of the tool more thoroughly, e.g., a gold-standard data subset
judged by clinical experts or simulated contradictions could
be used for more robust performance metrics. But this is out
of scope in this work and does not compromise the conclu-
sion. In the future, we intend to extend this tool to support
the consistency assessment of real-world dataset from a
similar domain that operates interoperable health informa-
tion technology standard.

Conclusion

We demonstrated the efficacy and portability of our method-
ology and tool with the discovery of inconsistencies in the
COVID-19domain byapplying the same toolwith the same set
of rules to three different cohorts. As theGECCOdata set is also
employed in different platforms and studies, the tool can be
directly applied there or adapted to similardatamodels.While
the EDC system already implemented some consistency rules
which for example resulted in contradiction-free diabetes and
insulin medication items in the anamnesis concept across all
cohorts, it is highlyencouraged that aholistic interdependency
relationship among all items of interest is established during
studydesignandsuitableconsistencyrules incorporated in the
EDC system in order to prevent the nature of contradictions
identified in this work.

Availability of Materials and Data
The GECCO83 dataset used for the study can be accessed
through the normal use and access procedure of the
NAPKON.1 Also, the source code of the implementation
is available in the gitlab repository of the project.2
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